Building micro service for user engagement
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Abstract
The emails that are being sent today are done manually through the use of email providers like Gmail, Yahoo, Hotmail etc. with a copy paste mechanism of the same message. This requires more human resource and time. The system now being developed will be able to send the emails to thousands number of user without any copy-paste mechanism in very less time and with great accuracy handling all errors, if occurs, through the use of Amazon web services & Google Cloud services. Thus, the messages received by every user will be unique instead of the same message being sent to all. The email micro service will be responsible for handling out all the essential needs, verification & validation, automation, clean code and follows a proper SDLC as per current industry standards. The track ability feature will also be provided to track all the emails that are being sent to the users. Thus, the automation will be done and will save a lot of human resource and time.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Current scenario
The application built are first built with small size. During the initial phase of developing application, the story is less. But slowly, the lines of code in the application increases over time and the application after some time will have grown into monstrous monolith.

- The development organization start getting problem once the application has brown large. The agile development and delivery will flounder. Application becomes complex to handle. It becomes difficult for developer to understand the whole application.
- As a result, it becomes difficult to fix bugs and also takes a lot of time. What’s more, this tends to be a downwards spiral. Changes cannot be made correctly if the codebase is difficult to understand.
- It becomes obstacle to continuous development. Today, the state of the art for SaaS applications is to push changes into production many times a day. It becomes difficult to do with a complex monolith since we have to redeploy the whole application if we want to make change at any one part.
- Reliability is the another problem with monolithic application. A bug in any module, such as a memory leak can disrupt the entire process of application. Having all the instances of application as identical will result into the bug affecting the entire application.

- Micro services11 Architecture pattern is used by many organizations, such as Amazon, eBay, and Netflix, to solve the problem of monolithic architecture. The idea is to split the application into set of smaller, interconnected services.
- A service can have many features or functionality, such as order management, customer management, etc. Each micro service is a mini-application and has its own hexagonal architecture consisting of business logic along with various adapters. So, by using this micro service architecture11, we can have many services broken into isolated component.

Figure. 1: Micro service example

The micro service architecture of amazon is show below:
Limitations of current email services

The email service used today requires manual interaction. By manual interaction, we mean that for sending emails to user, the person has to provide all the details for an email like Address, subject, message, attachments (optional). The email micro service used today is SMTP based.

Disadvantage

- Using SMTP based email service limits the flexibility of email sending.
- Also, the speed rate of sending email is little more than using API. There is no tracking of email status that could be done.
- It uses http which is not allowed by some firewalls these days.

2. Proposed system

The email micro service will be responsible for sending/receiving mails without much manual interaction. The micro service[2] will be integrated and connected with other micro service via APIs (Application Programming Interfaces). A common template will be stored in Amazon which can be accessed programmatically via Amazon APIs. The emails can be sent to 1000 numbers of user in 3-4 seconds with dynamic or different values for each users. Thus, each user will be able to receive his/her own copy of email with unique or different message. So, the copy-paste mechanism of sending emails will be completely removed. Email sending and receiving being a separate micro service can be handled and configured independently without affecting the whole system. The emails can be tracked to know whether the user has opened the mail, clicked the link under the email etc. Thus, time and resources will be saved. Also, infrastructure are not needed to setup the email server or database server for storing and accessing email templates.

2.1. Working of current system

Let's take a case if we don't use API based email service. Suppose, if the person wants to send emails with same message to 100 numbers of user then he/she has to copy-paste the message and send it to the recipients. Thus, a lot of time and resource is wasted. Also, when the emails are received, it goes to the particular user who sent it. Thus, the emails received are distributed to many emails an no centralized records are found.

The other way it’s done is by saving the template in database like MySQL, Oracle, PostGres etc. But this is not a centralized or conventional way in industry since instances are stored in every system.

Figure 2: Architecture of email micro service
1. Email service application

This is the main application class for the email service. This class will be responsible for running the email service application. This class will call the PubSub Subscriber class for getting the subscriber from the Google Cloud PubSub.

2. PubSub subscriber

This class will be responsible for getting the messages for the subscriber. This class will call the Message Receiver Impl class to get the message and will return the subscriber information back to the main application class.

3. Message receiver

This class will be responsible for receiving the message from the Cloud PubSub in the form of JSON. The JSON message that is received will contain the to, from, Name & template Id information.

4. Pay load

This class will have getters and setter’s method for to, from, Name & template Id fields. The JSON received will be converted into Java Object for the above fields using this class.

5. Email sender

This is the class for sending the single email as well as bulk emails. This methods for sending email will receive information in form of Pay Load class objects. The class will have the method to count the number of Destination address and then decide whether to single email sending or bulk email sending.

6. Email validation service

This class will be responsible for validating the email format of the recipient and will report error if the format is wrong. It will use apache Email Validator class for validation of the email format.

7. Configuration service

Fetch Data from google data store with kind : credential, type : AwsSes Credential. Store Access Key Id and Secret Access Key into variables in Application class. Access those variables from Email Sender class and use them to build the client.

8. Amazon simple email service client

This class is used to set the AWS Credentials (Access Key and Secret Key) for sending the email through Amazon SES.

3. Conclusion

The email micro service will be able to send 1000 mails with unique message in each of them in 8-10 seconds. This will reduce the time, make the service automated and having the micro service architecture will bring down the complexities and problems faced in monolithic architecture.

Using Rest APIs, the service can be used from anywhere and with any applications.
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